
Dear Residents of Nanyang Community,

I hope this letter finds you in good health and high spirits. It is my privilege to share some recent community
activities and developments with you.

Recently, I had the pleasure of joining 50 dedicated Nanyang residents in a mission to clean up Jurong Lake.
As we kayaked away from the pier, we filled pails with rubbish that had marred the natural beauty of our
surroundings. It is crucial that we continue to keep our parks, gardens, and water catchment areas clean. This
effort not only improves our environment but also serves as an opportunity to educate our loved ones about the
importance of not littering.

Our Nanyang Mid-Autumn Festival celebration in September was a spectacular event that brought together
nearly 2,000 residents from diverse backgrounds. The festival featured a magnificent lantern walk led by a
mesmerizing lion dance troupe and delightful food and games. It was delightful seeing Nanyang residents
come together as one in celebration as we all participated in the fun festivities.

During my most recent house visits, I was delighted to see many Nanyang residents already using the
celebratory mug and reusable tote bag which were distributed in commemoration of LKY100. The Tree
Planting campaign, initiated by Mr. Lee in 1963, continues to be a significant part of our efforts to maintain a
beautiful environment. In commemoration of LKY100, Nanyang Division has undertaken the planting of 100
trees, a truly memorable event with the participation of over 100 volunteers, showcasing the Nanyang spirit!

To our generous Nanyang residents who contributed food to support 1,000 vulnerable households in August, I
would like to express my sincere gratitude. Our annual Food for Cause program complements our food locker
initiative and quarterly food distribution (festive mart) efforts. Thank you to all the donors and volunteers who
have made a significant impact on the lives of those in need.

Lastly, some exciting news for our Nanyang Zone 1 residents! After extensive collaboration with our
stakeholders, residents of Nanyang Zone 1 had voted overwhelmingly for the Home Improvement Programme
(HIP). We are also actively working towards extending the HIP to all eligible HDB blocks in Nanyang in the
near future.

In conclusion, I want to express my sincere appreciation for your continued support and active participation in
our community initiatives. Together, we can make Nanyang an even better place to live. 

If you have any feedback, comments, or suggestions, please send them to me at
angweineng.nanyang@gmail.com. 

Thank you for being an integral part of our 
wonderful Nanyang community.

September / October 2023

HELLO! FROM ANG WEI NENG
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